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We have had some good news and bad news for Denuvo encryption in the
past year. The good news is that the Australian Government has made it
mandatory for games to use Denuvo DRM. This will make it harder for the
community to crack Denuvo’s encryption, although there are many ways
around this and the community still cracks Denuvo cracked games. The
bad news is that since the encryption has been cracked we have received
emails from people suggesting we cease our current cracking program.
We don’t think they will succeed in convincing us to stop but it is obvious
the community will still crack games in a different way. 3DM has
announced that they have now cracked Denuvo for games like Dragon
Age: Inquisition, Injustice 2, Fallout 4, Fallout 3, Assassin’s Creed Origins
and many more games that use the Denuvo software protection. The
group has released the Denuvo crack and it is working. They have
claimed that it is possible to achieve similar results for other games that
use the same or similar software, such as The Witcher 3, and will release
an update to show you how this works. Since this is the first time 3DM has
cracked a Denuvo protected game, it is not immediately clear if their
claims will be true. However, the fact they have cracked so many games
recently does suggest they can crack games successfully. In December
2014, the Chinese warez group 3DM claimed to have defeated Denuvo
and later that month released a software crack for the video game
Dragon Age: Inquisition , which uses the Denuvo anti-tamper technology
to protect Electronic Arts'Origin Online Access DRM. [6] The group
claimed that the technology involves a 64-bit encryption machine that
requires cryptographic keys unique to the specific hardware of each
installed system. [7] However, the 3DM crack arrived almost a month
after the game's release in November 2014, an unusually long time for PC
games [6] which were normally cracked on the same day as release.
Asked about the development, Denuvo acknowledged that every
protected game eventually gets cracked [6] and Ars Technica noted that
most sales for major games happened within 30 days of release, and so
publishers may consider Denuvo a success if it meant a game took
significantly longer to be cracked. [8] 3DM continued to release cracks for
Denuvo-protected games throughout 2015.
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however, the 3dm group has managed to crack eight denuvo games in
less than a year. the group has a simple and cheap technique to crack

denuvo (it costs them nothing more than a couple of hours of work). the
group just disassembles the denuvo executable and then modifies it to

bypass the denuvo protection. when this denuvo cracking technique was
released, people were immediately concerned about the longevity of

denuvo. however, a while ago baldman stated that the cracking technique
developed by him and his team is as strong as denuvo v3 and v4

protection. according to him, the technique is not only resistant to all
current cracking methods but it can also be used to crack games that use
denuvo v3 and v4 protection. all that is left for the 3dm group to do is to
monitor the pc game sales during the coming year and see if denuvo has

been as effective as they hope it will be. however, it is evident that
denuvo has not worked at all and it is now clear that the anti-tamper

technology is far from perfect. baldman has also stated that there will be
a denuvo 5 in the coming years and the group is working on a cracking
technique that can be used to crack denuvo v5 protection. in his words,
he stated that the denuvo cracking technique could be used to crack a

wide variety of anti-tamper technologies. the cracking technique is made
up of three pieces and baldman told the world that they have already
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spent more than 100,000 hours of their time in order to create the
denuvo cracking technique. it is almost certain that during the coming
year, the anti-tamper technology will be cracked and will fall into the

hands of the 3dm group. denuvo is one of the major problems in the pc
gaming market and it is quite likely that the cracked version will be the

first anti-tamper tech that is cracked. 5ec8ef588b
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